Visualizing an ideal system of digital health

Not all digital health systems are created equal. How does your provider measure up?

Can your employees conduct robust online research into best practices?

Does your health provider conduct its own research – and then swiftly translate that research into best practices?

Paper to pixels
Understanding the language of digital health

Increased adoption of health information technology means everyone can now have their medical records online, but not everyone uses them equally. Electronic medical records (EMRs) are the digital equivalent of the paper medical chart, but aren’t interchangeable. And not all electronic records are created equal. Although nearly 70 percent of U.S. doctors report using an EMR, only about 40 percent of these systems are capable of exchanging clinical data electronically. There are even less advanced levels of EMR adoption.

The facts:

Electronic health records (EHRs) and electronic medical records (EMRs) sound similar, they aren’t interchangeable. And not all electronic records are created equal. Although nearly 70 percent of U.S. doctors report using an EMR, only about 40 percent of these systems are capable of exchanging clinical data electronically. There are even less advanced levels of EMR adoption.
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Can your provider conduct robust online research into the health of your employees?
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